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summarization, headline generation

example by Narayan et al. (2019)
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is this task well-defined?

how do we summarize this text?
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alternatives to “simple” summarization

I aspect-based summarization
I summarize with respect to a fixed number of topics

I query-based summarization
I summarize with respect to what the user is searching for
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main technical approaches in summarization

extractive: select some parts

I dominated until recently

abstractive: read and rewrite

I recently became viable
I mostly for short summaries
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some well-known datasets for summarization

I datasets for supervised learning available recently
I some more suitable for extractive, some for abstractive
I examples:

I CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015): a few bullet points
I XSum (Narayan et al., 2019): one-sentence summaries
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evaluation metrics and baselines for summarization

(Liu and Lapata, 2019)

I ROUGE scores: word and bigram recall
I ROUGE-L: recall based on longest common subsequence
I the Lead-N baseline takes the first N sentences
I Oracle: the upper bound of an extractive system
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extractive summarization: key ideas

I select which parts of the text to include
I typically sentences

I we want to select sentences that are informative, while
minimizing reduncancy

I early systems e.g. Lin and Bilmes (2011) optimize these goals
I more recently, supervised learning is used
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binary classifier for selecting sentences

I the SummaRuNNer system (Nallapati et al., 2017) treats
sentence selection as a binary classification task
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how do we train the sentence selector?

I what annotation do we use to train the sentence selector?
I Nallapati et al. (2017) use an oracle

I try to include the sentences that maximize the ROUGE metric
I in practice, a greedy algorithm is used

I reinforcement learning can be an alternative (Narayan et al.,
2018): optimize ROUGE scores directly
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abstractive summarization: key ideas

I more similar to conditional generation techniques we’ve seen
I text can be paraphrased and compressed
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encoder/decoder solutions in abstractive summarization

I Rush et al. (2015) introduced an encoder/decoder model for
sentence summarization

I more recent work include copying mechanisms
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examples of recent work in summarization

I Liu and Lapata (2019) adapt BERT for summarization
I key challenge: how to deal with long texts
I they use a hierarchical solution where a second Transformer is

applied to the sequence of sentences
I results for extractive and abstractive summarization
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summarization: take-home messages

[source]

I technically challenging: how to deal with long texts?
I methodologically challenging: what is a good summary?
I extractive methods dominated until recently, while

abstractive methods have become more popular recently, for
short summaries in particular

I pre-trained models are becoming more important

http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/slides/Pre-training%20for%20Generation.pdf
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reading

I Eisenstein (Chapter 19) discusses summarization briefly
I the BertSum paper (Liu and Lapata, 2019) is good recent

work including both extractive and abstractive techniques
I BART (Lewis et al., 2020) demonstrates the importance of

pre-training tasks for generation applications including
summarization and dialogue
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